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Market Review and Outlook
Optimism abounds!
Investors continued to look past
the end of COVID-19, focusing instead on the unprecedented
amount of global stimulus.

Debt-to-GDP (%)

Investor jubilation continued into the first quarter of
2021. As the U.S. enters what should be the final innings
of COVID-19, the economy and consumer are steaming
ahead. January started with Democrats wrestling control
of the Senate, an outcome that raised hopes of
increased stimulus payments to households as well as
potential for a significant infrastructure bill to be passed.
Investors were soon rewarded by the passing in early
March of the American Rescue Plan Act that provided
$1.9 trillion of stimulus to the U.S. economy through
payments to families and local authorities. Coupled with
the $900 billion of stimulus passed on the dying days of
the Trump Administration, the combined cash payout
equates to around 13% of U.S. GDP, an unprecedented
amount outside of wartime. As we ended the first
quarter, details of Biden’s proposed $2 trillion
infrastructure plan were released, raising hopes of
additional government spending that will help bring
America’s infrastructure into the 21st century and result
in the creation of millions of well-paid jobs.
The table below totals the fiscal stimulus since COVID
started while the chart shows the effect on federal debt
as a percentage of GDP; while rates remain low,
servicing this debt load is not a problem.
Despite the tailwind from massive fiscal stimulus,
markets also responded to ever-changing investor
sentiment around the rollout of vaccines and their future

efficacy against variants. The broad U.S. equity market
rose around 6%, outperforming both non-U.S.
developed, up 3.6%, and emerging market equities, up
2.3%. Despite the S&P’s strong performance, the
quarter saw a significant rotation from growth to value
stocks, with small and large value stocks up 22% and
11%, respectively, while small and large growth stocks
gained just 5% and 1%, respectively. Nowhere was this
rotation more obvious than in the Nasdaq which entered
correction territory (10% decline) during March before
staging a partial recovery.
The selloff in technology-heavy Nasdaq Index was
precipitated by a rapid recalibration higher of bond
yields as investors focused on the possible inflationary
repercussions of such massive global stimulus. While we
expect some pick up in inflation, there are enough
downward pressures from technology advances and
productivity growth to keep it in check. Notwithstanding
this, bond yields have now moved to more rational
levels, with the U.S. 10-year Treasury yield having
increased from 0.92% at the start of 2021 to its current
1.74%, a 14-month high. The fast adjustment resulted in
the worst quarter for U.S. Treasuries since 1980. U.S.
Treasuries and U.S. corporate bonds each lost around
4.5% during the quarter, although municipal debt
weathered the storm; investment grade municipals lost
Continued next page ...

U.S. Federal Stimulus Bills

Passed

Total

Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act

March 6, 2020

$8.3 billion

Families First Coronavirus Response Act

March 18, 2020

$3.4 billion

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act)

March 27, 2020

$2.3 trillion

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) Part II

April 24, 2020

$484 billion

Consolidated Appropriations Act

December 21, 2020

$900 billion

American Rescue Plan Act

March 11, 2021

$1.9 trillion
Total:

$5.6 trillion

Source: Bloomberg
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Market Review and Outlook
just 0.4% while high-yield municipal debt managed to
return 2.1%
In the U.S., we expect that a successful vaccination
program will enable a return to enough of a normality
by the summer; consumers will be willing and able to
spend! The U.S. economy is ready to boom, with the
surge from depressed levels being boosted and
prolonged by the most expansive fiscal and monetary
stimulus programs globally. U.S. consumer net worth
has swelled to an estimated $134 trillion, up around
21% from its level prior to COVID; equity markets,
government handouts, and personal savings have all
contributed to this rise. The booming property market
has also helped with housing prices at record highs
nationally and inventory at historically low levels. As
consumers feel emboldened to get out and spend, the
ripple through effects on the U.S. economy will only
magnify.
The rapid recovery since the dire lockdown a year ago is
apparent in many economic reports and leading
indicators. In the U.S., non-manufacturing confidence
has surged to a record high, indicating very strong
current and future economic conditions, while the
Services PMI is at the highest level since 2008. The
employment outlook is similarly positive; the U.S. has
added back around 17.5 million jobs since May 2020,
Index

although this remains well short of the 25.4 million jobs
lost in March and April of last year. However, as the
economy opens, employment within the hospitality,
travel and transportation sectors should quickly
recover. It is expected that the current 6.0%
unemployment rate will decline to 4.1% by the end of
the year, within sight of pre-COVID levels; the Atlanta
Federal Reserve Bank President expects a return to full
employment sometime in 2023.
The vibrant economy has channeled through to
corporate earnings. During the first quarter U.S.
companies reported better than expected earnings for
Q4 2020 with S&P 500 companies reporting earnings
per share (EPS) of $36.93, almost 4% higher than in Q4
of 2019. We expect corporate earnings to continue to
power ahead, driven higher by strong economic growth
and pent-up consumer demand. Evercore ISI, an
independent research firm, have forecast S&P 500
constituent earnings of $195 for 2021, up an
astounding 35% over 2020 earnings. Strong earnings
growth is forecast to continue into 2022, allowing stock
prices to rise even if price/earnings multiples drift down
a little.

YTD

1-Year

3-Year

5-Year

10-year

6.17

6.17

56.33

16.75

16.27

13.89

12.69

12.69

94.82

14.71

16.32

11.67

MSCI EAFE (Int’l)

3.61

3.61

45.35

6.60

9.45

6.11

MSIC Emerging Markets

2.21

2.21

58.85

6.83

12.49

4.02

Barclays Municipal Index

-0.35

-0.35

5.51

4.91

3.49

4.53

Barclays Muni High Yield

2.11

2.11

15.02

7.27

6.42

7.11

Russell 2000 (Small Cap)
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Despite these risks, we believe that the environment
remains positive for risk assets, with equities likely to
continue providing the highest return potential. There
may be repeated bumps along the way as investors fret
about a myriad of different possible negatives that are
both known and unknown. Notwithstanding the
prospect of this normal market volatility, we are
positioning portfolios to benefit from a continued rally
in equity markets as we progress through 2021.

On the back of globally synchronized stimulus, we
believe investors will return to the ‘global synchronized
growth’ catchphrase that was in common before the

1Q21

S&P 500

pandemic. However, tempering our nearer-term
enthusiasm it is likely that Europe, Africa, and South
America will struggle to vaccinate quickly enough to
avoid continued COVID-induced economic air pockets.
Monitoring and enabling the vaccine rollout in these
regions will be key to enabling the entire global
economy to reopen; travel and economic activity is
likely to remain below potential in those regions that
are slow to vaccinate. Furthermore, the IMF has
warned that the multi-speed recovery risks a
divergence in economic fortunes as well as social
unrest.
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U.S. Equities
The S&P 500 increased by 6.2% in the
first quarter of 2021, reaching new
heights and nearing the psychological
4,000 mark as vaccine distribution
ramped up.

Highlights
•

Despite an ever-improving economic outlook and
rising inflation worries, the US has not pulled back on
any of its monetary and fiscal support. The Federal
Reserve confirmed its plan to both maintain low
interest rates into 2023 and to continue its aggressive
asset purchase plan while President Biden saw his first
legislative victory in the form of a $1.9 trillion stimulus
package targeted at helping low-income families,
municipalities, and vaccine distribution.

•

With the stage set by a more stable economic outlook
and sharp increase in vaccine distribution, cyclical
sectors saw a sizeable first quarter rebound, far
outperforming
their
noncyclical
counterparts.
Technology, one of the main drivers of market growth
during the pandemic, was notably up only 2.0%,
outpaced by almost every other sector. 2020’s two
most distressed sectors, Energy and Financials, once
again outperformed all other sectors, returning a
respective 30.8%, 15.9%.

•

Vaccination rollouts accelerated swiftly in the first

Return (%)

U.S. Sector Returns 1Q21 vs 4Q20

Source: Bloomberg
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quarter, with over 30% of the US population having
received at least one vaccine by the end of March and
15% being fully vaccinated. The combination of
accelerated vaccine distribution, fresh stimulus
payments, and pent-up demand bodes well for
companies that have been reliant on the lifting of
lockdown restrictions. Travel and leisure industries
such as hotels, cruise lines, and airlines, are already
seeing a sharp increase in bookings for late 2021 into
2022 as the opportunity to travel continues to grow
closer.
•

Portfolios with a bias toward value and smaller size
companies continued to be rewarded in 2021, far
outpacing their growthier, larger counterparts. Smallcap value stocks returned an astounding 21.2% for the
quarter while large-cap growth returned a measly
0.9%. Over the last 12 months, the broad Russell 3000
index returned 62.5%, while the large-cap biased
Russell Top 200 returned 56.3%, and the Russell
Microcap index returned a massive 120.3%!

Smallest Stocks Outperform

Return (%)

U.S. Markets Host Cyclical Rally
as Reopening Draws Near

Source: Bloomberg
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International Equities
Highlights
Developed Markets Juggle Reopening Hope with Case
Rates: The MSCI ACWI ex US index returned a modest
3.5% to start off 2021 as developed countries balanced
hopes of reopening and herd immunity with sobering
COVID case numbers.
•

Despite coming off the heels of Brexit and one of the
larger COVID-19 outbreaks, the UK is poised for one
of the strongest 2021 recoveries out of all developed
markets, returning 6.1% in the first quarter. Though
they had been hit hard by the pandemic, they now
have multiple tailwinds in the form of having one of
the fastest vaccination schedules, a dovish central
bank, and a very cyclically-oriented economy.
Following its current plan, the UK hopes to have its
population fully vaccinated by the end of 2021, with
nearly half of their population having received their
first vaccine by March 31st.

•

•

Germany, France, and Italy all posted generally
positive returns this quarter, returning a strong 4.6%,
5.3%, and 6.4%, respectively, despite all three
countries struggling with yet another spike in cases.
Although vaccine rollout for these three countries is
just starting to ramp up, hopes of reopening has had
a positive effect on these cyclically-focused
economies. France looks to be facing its greatest
challenge so far, needing to impose its third and most
strict national lockdown as its hospitals have now
reached capacity; an alarming 44% of patients now in
intensive care are under 65.
Sweden continues to be one of the strongest
performing countries amongst developed nations,
returning 12.6% in the first quarter of 2021, on the
heels of a 22.7% return in 2020. Sweden’s unique
COVID-19 strategy continues to garner a

Source: Bloomberg
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•

Reopening focused sectors Energy, Financials, and
Materials outperformed, returning 9.8%, 8.5%, and
5.5%, respectively, while sectors that benefitted from
lockdowns, such as Healthcare (-3.5%) and Consumer
Staples (-2.4%), fell behind. The value-growth tilt
continued this cyclical trend with MSCI ex US Value
index gaining 8.3% while its growth counterpart
losing 0.3%.

International Sectors Returns 1Q21 vs 4Q20

Return (%)

Return (%)

Country Returns 1Q21 vs 4Q20

controversial response as it remains the only
European country that has not implemented a
lockdown protocol to stop the virus’s spread. Largely
because of this, Sweden has suffered from a much
higher death rate than its neighboring countries, yet
its central bank’s usage of quantitative easing and a
0% interest rate target through 2023 have kept its
economy afloat.

Source: Bloomberg
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Emerging Market Equities
Highlights
Emerging Markets Struggle to Quell Cases: The MSCI
Emerging Markets Index returned a lackluster 2.2% in
the first quarter as many emerging markets found
themselves shouldering the burden of yet another spike
in COVID-19 cases.
•

Despite returning a respectable 5.2% in the first
quarter, India has a murky view going into 2021 as
yet another severe wave of COVID-19 infections
began to sweep through the country in March. India
has faced a perfect storm over the last year, suffering
from the third largest total COVID cases worldwide, a
challenged healthcare system, and a technical
recession during 2020. While the road forward is
rocky, the country has demonstrated its willingness

•

Argentina and Brazil continue to be battered by the
pandemic, starting out the year down a respective
14.3% and 10.8% as rising COVID infections roiled
both economies. Brazil is amidst a particularly
horrible outbreak and has replaced the US as the
epicenter of the virus’s spread. Despite attempts to
stimulate the economy, Brazil is whipsawed by
record daily death tolls, a massively overtaxed
healthcare system and a president that doubts the
efficacy of virus containment measures. As its
national budget continues to shoulder the burden,
resolution to Brazil’s struggles seems to only grow
further off by the day.

Country Returns 1Q21 vs 4Q20

Style/Size Returns 1Q21 vs 4Q20

Return (%)

Following a strong 2020 performance, Chinese
markets posted a negative first quarter return (-1.3%)
on the back of a string of high-profile corporate debt
defaults early in the year. While these defaults may

•

to ramp up vaccine production, utilize lockdowns and
employ significant economic stimulus to continue its
recovery.

Return (%)

•

Emerging markets have followed the same trend as
all other markets with the small-cap (7.7%) and value
(4.1%) portions of their market continuing to
outperform large cap (2.0%) and growth (0.6%); the
smaller capitalization, value-oriented market sectors
of Materials, Real Estate, and Communications
performed the best this quarter, returning 9.1%,
5.9% and 5.6%.

increase the likelihood of restrictive Chinese bank
lending, China still has one of the best 2021 outlooks
among emerging markets. As other emerging
economies struggle to contain the virus, the world’s
second largest economy continues to roar back to
life, seeing only small pockets of COVID outbreaks
while its central bank looks to be the first to slowly
ease up on stimulus measures.

Source: Bloomberg
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Fixed Income
Highlights
“May The Yield Be With You”: Amid a tumultuous first
quarter that included equity rallies, fiscal stimulus,
positive economic data and vaccine progress, attention
moved to yields and inflation. Following these events,
growth and inflation expectations moved higher. As
inflation expectations moved to their highest levels
since 2013, bond yields followed.
•

The yield on Treasuries that are most sensitive to
economic developments (5-year and longer) rose
significantly in the first quarter. The 10-year Treasury
yield rose 0.81% to 1.74% amid rising growth and
inflation expectations. Increased future supply due to
deficit spending coupled with an economic recovery
is likely to increase yields further; we would not be
surprised to see a 2% 10-year Treasury yield in 2021.

•

Given the quick rise in yields, the 2013 taper tantrum
playbook has come back to life. At that time, it took 4
months for the 10-year Treasury yield to bottom and
rise to 2.98% (table below). However, its worth

Percentage

Breakeven Inflation Chart

Source: Bloomberg
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noting that 2013’s yield moves were driven by a
potential reduction in monetary stimulus, a negative
development. 2021’s moves have been driven by
increased growth expectations, a positive reason that
will likely mean any equity market pain will be shortlived.
•

The municipal bond market remained relatively firm
ending the first quarter slightly negative; rising
Treasury yields offset a municipal bond market that
was otherwise benefiting from slower issuance and
strong demand ($32 billion of inflows). Concerns over
state budget deficits have dissipated amid fiscal
stimulus and higher than expected municipal tax
receipts. While municipal bonds are cheaper than at
the start of the year, valuations remain elevated and
security selection is paramount.

•

High-yield municipal bonds are off to a solid start in
2021 amid economic optimism, improved risk
sentiment, and positive headlines for troubled credits

like the State of Illinois and Puerto Rico. High-yield
municipal bonds also benefitted from their
insensitivity to Treasury yield movements. Given an
improving U.S. economy as well as Federal stimulus
to states and cities, high-yield municipal bonds
should continue to reward investors.
•

High-yield corporate bonds outperformed in the first
quarter; while the headline index return of 0.85%
was not eye-catching, the 14.6% return of CC-rated
bonds was. Improved risk sentiment along with
excess market liquidity boosted CC-rated bonds while
the highest rated (BB) segment of the high-yield
market posted a negative return. While economic
optimism is positive for debt markets, the strong
returns for companies on the brink of bankruptcy
signals that there may be significant speculation
occurring and give us reason to remain cautious on
high-yield corporate assets.

2013 Taper Tantrum
Date

Yield

Change in
Yeild

5/2/2013

1.66

-

6/10/2013

2.22

0.56

39

6/25/2013

2.66

1.00

54

9/5/2013

2.98

1.32

126

12/31/2013

3.04

1.38

243

Days

Source: Bloomberg
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U.S. Economy
Highlights
•

•

Despite some crazy winter weather and a recent rise
in COVID case growth, the U.S. economy continues to
show signs of progress amid a vaccine rollout and $2
trillion in economic stimulus. Survey data remains the
most optimistic with the ISM Manufacturing PMI
hitting a record high of 64.7 in March while the
Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence Index hit a
pandemic-era high of 109.7; both are good signs of
improving economic sentiment.
Employment is the main concern as initial jobless and
continuing jobless claims remain elevated. As the
vaccine rollout continues and states reopen, we
should expect more progress on the jobs front. While
we have added 17.5 million jobs since May 2020,
overall employment is still 7.8 million jobs short of
pre-COVID levels. Weekly jobless claims remain the

most real-time data point for signs of progress; the 5year average for initial claims was 258,000 preCOVID, thus we still need to see substantial
improvement from the current four-week average of
729,500.
•

The housing market is one of the most talked about
areas of the economy due to ever-increasing home
prices. New home sales have averaged 842,000 per
month since the pandemic began in March 2020
versus a long-term pre-pandemic average of 695,000.
While concerns regarding elevated home prices are
justified, homes are like any other market regarding
supply and demand; high demand + low supply =
higher prices. We believe the odds of a housing
bubble like 2008/09 are low as consumers are not
over-extending and credit quality remains high.
Moreover, the housing market remains in a strong
position with tailwinds from an improving economy

Millions

Housing Supply has not Caught Demand

Source: Bloomberg
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and an anticipated boost from an improving labor
market.
•

Amid the multiple stimulus packages and
expectations of a substantial recovery in economic
growth, inflation is now a concern. These concerns
have filtered into asset markets with rising Treasury
yields, inflation breakeven rates hitting new highs,
and speculative stocks selling off. However, inflation
has yet to make itself felt nationally. The year-overyear Core Consumer Price Index (CPI), excluding
volatile food and energy items, has been relatively
stable despite a 10-year economic growth cycle prepandemic. In fact, CPI has been relatively in a 1.02.6% range since 1997. We expect CPI to increase in
2021 but it is unlikely to be as scary as some
headlines would make it seem.

Consumer Price Index (CPI) 3-Year Average

Percentage

“Progress … with a few Concerns”

Source: Bloomberg
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International Economy
Highlights
“One step forward on vaccines, two steps backward for
the economy”
•

data shows China has continued to increase its export
of goods. In addition, China’s imports have grown
alongside its exports, demonstrating a vibrant
economy.

As the vaccine rollout moved forward, optimism
reigned in asset markets but the translation to the
economy was muted. Europe’s virus case count is still • A wild card to the global recovery will be emerging
markets. Prior to the crisis, most emerging markets
growing as it struggles with its vaccine rollout, leading
were making economic strides and seeing sustainable
to increased restrictions across the region. After
growth. However, 2020 was a mixed year. Asian
improving throughout 2020, service sector PMIs have
nations have an advantage with China as a large
stalled; while the surveys are not expected to decline
trading partner but even that was not enough for the
significantly, upside is clearly limited until restrictions
are lifted. Manufacturing remains a bright spot given
the region’s dependence on trade, but the economic
recovery will struggle to get off its feet until the service
sector starts to show signs of life.

Philippines and Thailand who both saw large declines
in GDP. However, India, Taiwan and Vietnam were
bright spots, generating 2%+ GDP in 2020. Meanwhile,
Latin America seems to have faced the brunt of the
pandemic, with almost all countries recording 4% or
worse contractions in GDP. 2021 will be a test of which
emerging markets have made the necessary reforms to
improve domestic growth and which have been able to
control the pandemic.

China continues to be the leader in economic
reopening and global growth. China’s exports
continued to increase following the start of the
pandemic and hit a record high in 2020. While the
chart below has seasonality effects with significant
rebounds following the February Lunar New Year, the

Chinese Exports & Imports

2020 GDP Comparisons

Percent

•

Optimism for a V-shaped recovery in Europe has
turned to concerns of a W-shape recovery. While most
countries saw a large third quarter GDP growth rate,
many posted negative Q4 GDP. While it’s unlikely to
significantly impact the duration of the recovery, it
does delay the date economies will regain their prepandemic GDP; economists surveyed by Bloomberg
estimate it will take two years to fully recover, thus by
2022 most countries should be back to pre-pandemic
levels of output. However, this recovery will not be
equal, with some countries taking longer than others.
Moreover, while Italy may recover its pre-pandemic
GDP by 2022, it is worth noting that Italy has not yet
recovered its 2008 pre-financial crisis GDP.

Billions

•

PMI

Services PMI

Source for all International Economy charts: Bloomberg
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Commodities
Highlights
Commodity prices rallied in the first quarter as assets
that benefit from the potential global reopening and
increase in vaccinations drove overall performance.
•

Oil was once again a strong performer with a 21.9%
rally, in line with the quarter’s theme of high cyclical
sector growth. OPEC+ has been very supportive of oil
prices in the first quarter, reducing their output
following the massive oversupply during the
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. The rising price
of oil can be largely attributed to this reduction in
supply. The U.S. Energy Information Administration
remains less bullish on its long-term outlook for oil,
stating that increasing usage of electric vehicles and
better fuel efficiency is likely to keep overall demand
below 2019 levels. (See chart below.)

•

Green energy broadly traded flat in the first quarter,

U.S. Electricity Generation

with the NASDAQ Clean Edge Green Energy Index
broadly unchanged following its mammoth 272%
2020 performance. Despite performance lagging the
bounce in oil stocks, renewable energy has a
multitude of longer-term tailwinds that make it much
more attractive. Green transition plans proliferating
across the globe, the U.S. rejoining the Paris Climate
Accord, and talk of a massive clean energy bill from
the Biden administration are just few of many
reasons this is an asset class to watch.
•

Precious metals were sharply lower in the first
quarter as increasingly positive economic outlooks
and faster than anticipated US vaccine distribution
meant that the highly defensive nature of these
investments worked to their detriment. Following
strong 2020 performance, the metals started off the

from selected fuels

year with sizeable losses, with gold returning -10%
and silver -7.5%. However, platinum, used in clean
energy, and rhodium, used in LCD displays, were both
positive on the back of economic themes; platinum
gained 10% while rhodium was up 61%.
•

Global REITs had a very strong quarter to start off
2021, returning 6.5%. U.S. REIT growth has been
particularly favorable, returning a sizeable 8.5%. As
potential for full U.S. vaccination creeps earlier and
earlier into the year, commercial real estate such as
malls, hotels and offices continue to look increasingly
favorable as pent-up demand, particularly for travel,
will be extremely beneficial to these subsectors.

Commodity Returns 1Q21

Billion kilowatthours

AEO2021 Reference Case

Source: Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2021 (AEO2021)
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Special Topic: Central Banking
What’s the new normal of Central Banking?

Since March 2008, when the Federal Reserve (Fed)
announced it was implementing market liquidity
measures, its balance sheet has grown from $0.9 trillion
to $7.7 trillion. The European Central Bank (ECB)
followed suit increasing their balance sheet by €6.1
trillion and the Bank of Japan (BOJ) balance sheet
increased ¥605 trillion ($5 trillion). Since 2008, the Fed
(2015-2019) and ECB (2011) hiked their policy rates
attempting to return to normal before starting rate cut
cycles well before the pandemic.
Most central bank mandates focus on a 2% inflation
target and full employment. Outside of the Bank of
England (BoE), no central bank has managed to
generate sustained 2% inflation despite massive
monetary stimulus. The inflation target has been used
as a justification for not raising rates and for continuing
monetary stimulus measures, despite most countries
close to or at full employment pre-pandemic.

to central bank goals, especially for the U.S. and Japan.
The Fed is turning to an inflation averaging target
allowing them to overshoot 2% for some time to
sustain a 2% inflation target. The Fed has said they will
not remove their stimulus until the economy is deep
into the recovery, meaning ongoing interventions for
some time. The ECB and BOJ have a bigger hole to climb
out of than the Fed, so it is unlikely either of them will
halt their ongoing interventions anytime soon.

Asset markets have benefitted from central bank
interventions and are viewed by central banks as an
indicator of financial conditions. However, asset
markets do not like tapering talk or higher rates, which
put central banks in a bind as removing stimulus or
hiking rates will inevitably lead to declining asset
markets, indicating tighter financial conditions. This
market behavior could prevent central banks from
halting their “normalization” process and instead force
Continued next page ...

Central Bank Policy Rates

Percentage

In the past 30 years, the central banks of most
developed nations, except for Japan, have had key
interest rates above 3%. However, since the great
financial crisis in 2008/09, interest rates have yet to
reach any semblance of normal, reflecting a more
Japanese like scenario. Japan has not had a normal
interest rate environment since cutting its key rate to
0.5% in 1995 from 6% in 1991 during its “lost decade”
of sub-2% inflation and weak economic growth. This
begs the question of whether Japan’s ongoing
interventions are a snapshot of what may be in store
for the rest of the world.

Structural economic (e-commerce) and demographic
(aging populations) changes are likely to be headwinds
Source: Bloomberg
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Special Topic: Central Banking
Continued
them to keep rates low and continue with asset
purchases.
Central bank and asset market hand-holding is likely to
continue in the future. As we saw with the Fed from
2015-2019, it started to hike its policy rate and tapered
asset purchases but then had to swoop back in before
the pandemic to maintain its policy goal path. This
occurred during a synchronous global growth period;
even when things are good, the Fed still could not pull
themselves away.

While history often repeats, central bank
“normalization” is unlikely to look like history with
policy rates well above 2%. It is likely that we will
instead see a new normal of central bank policy that
includes lower than historical rates, continued market
liquidity, and elevated balance sheets – what investors
are referring to as ‘permanent interventions’. While
improving economies, labor markets, and inflation
metrics may cause central banks to increase rates and
taper monetary stimulus, it would be almost impossible

for central banks to soak up the trillions of excess
liquidity without significantly disrupting the economy
and asset markets in the process. Central banks either
must be willing to be disruptive or acknowledge that
they will be intervening for the foreseeable future as
the recent years of interventionist policy has created a
new normal that will be difficult to exit.

Trillions

Central Bank Balance Sheets

Source: Bloomberg
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Special Topic: Speculative Investments
Interest Rates, Inflation, and Their Effect on Tech Stocks and Speculative Investments
Astronomic returns are no stranger to markets; a
$10,000 investment in a stock like Amazon, Tesla or
Bitcoin ten years ago could have generated life
changing returns by today’s valuations. In 2021
however, it seems new stories of people achieving life
changing returns appear every week. Investments in
highly speculative investments like tech stocks with
little to no earnings, cryptocurrency, GameStop, and
newer assets like non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are
increasingly commonplace. With the NASDAQ’s current
P/E ratio passing its 2001 high of 35.8, it becomes
increasingly difficult to justify this type of investment,
yet speculative traders seem to continue to generate

outsized profits. What has set the stage for speculative
investments, and has it run out of road? The answer
may lie in interest rates and inflation.

rates on consumers with massive cash injections from
of stimulus checks and investors find themselves with a
lot of money and few “safe” places to put it.

Interest rates and inflation have been long tied to stock
prices; it is nothing new that central banks commonly
utilize low interest rates to stimulate economies in a
downturn. When interest rates decline, it often forces
cash into more risky assets as the yield on checking and
savings accounts dip into negative territory on an
inflation adjusted basis. Even placing money in a “high
yield” savings account winds up being a poor
investment as their meager interest rates can still lose
money after inflation. Couple the effects of low interest

Investors are effectively forced to search for new ways
to invest their money to avoid passive loss of value to
inflation. For many investors in the early pandemic
economy this came in the form of the FAANG+M
(Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, Google, and
Microsoft) mega-cap tech stocks. These companies
have been generating extremely attractive cash flows
for years and have an indisputable stranglehold on their
respective market segments. Given the fact that these
companies can provide a portfolio with stability without
Continued next page ...

Returns ($)

Return of Popular 2020/2021 Investments

*FAANG+M is represented by the NYSE FANG+ Index
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Special Topic: Speculative Investments
Continued

The next target was assets which seemed to be similarly
uncorrelated with the virus’s rising case rates and yet
still appeared to offer substantial potential for returns.
Highly speculative tech investments, cryptocurrencies
and ‘meme’ stocks that traded more on headlines and
potential value than any real intrinsic value quickly
became a major recipient of extra cash. Tesla’s
domination of headlines for much of the pandemic laid
the groundwork for this speculative boom; its prepandemic spike to $900 a share was quickly outpaced
following its 5 to 1 stock split and subsequent rise to
more than quadruple its previous high. Money quickly
piled into assets like Bitcoin, which had already
demonstrated its potential for explosive growth, and
the ARK Invest Innovation ETF, which has a high
weighting to Tesla and other highly speculative tech
companies, as investors sought to replicate that
massive outperformance. Most notably, GameStop had
one of the largest speculative rallies, rising from under
4 dollars a share in July to an astronomic high of 483
dollars a share during its January ‘meme’ rally. While
some investors did manage to make sizeable returns
from these investments, 2021 may not be the place for
the same type of speculative investing that had made
so much money for investors in 2020.

Looking to the remainder of 2021, the value that many
found in these speculative stocks is harder to justify.
Many of these assets, which were purchased for their
potential for multiplicative growth, have already
multiplied in value. In addition to this, much of the
value proposition of speculative stocks is contingent on
low interest rates, which have begun to rise.
Speculative stocks are especially attractive when
interest rates are low as the potential for substantial
cash flows is far in the future - when valuing a stock,
investors discount those distant cash-flows using a very
low interest rate. As interest rates rise, the discount
rate used increases and significantly reduces the
present value of those distant cash-flows. However,
profitable stocks that generate cash-flows in the
present are significantly less sensitive to changing
discount rates.
While speculative tech stocks may not see the same
multiplicative growth any time soon, cyclical sectors
such as Financials, Materials and Real Estate are poised
for a better 2021 as pent-up demand is likely to result in
large expenditures going into these distressed sectors.
These sectors also are all highly cash flow generative,
and therefore do not have as much risk from the
aforementioned. Although value-based investments
may not make quite as many headlines as 2020’s top
investments, investors are never without other
opportunities to generate outsized returns.

GameStop Price

Dollars

sacrificing return, it is no wonder that they were one of
the main drivers of the market’s rally back from March
2020 lows. Although it presented a solid value case for
investors, mega-cap tech quickly grew expensive; by
mid-August, the price of the FAANG+M stocks had all
nearly doubled from their lows, now having an average
P/E ratio of over 40, nearly double the average
valuation of stocks on the S&P 500. Investors needed to
find other return generative investment opportunities
that had not yet become too overvalued.

Source: Bloomberg
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Tactical Asset Allocation
Market Street Growth Strategy
ASSET CLASS
CASH

INVESTMENT GRADE BONDS
Municipal Bonds
HIGH YIELD DEBT
High Yield Municipal Bonds
High Yield Corporate Bonds
Emerging Market Debt
HEDGED ASSETS

Long/Short Equity
Distressed Credit

NEGATIVE

First Quarter 2021

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE
Allocations towards high quality investment grade bonds are underweight while portfolios
are slightly overweight cash. We expect yields to continue to rise in the coming months,
providing opportunities for better entry points; investment grade bonds are a bedrock for
portfolios during volatile markets and we will likely rebalance back into the asset class as
future returns become more attractive.
We have maintained an underweight exposure to municipal high yield debt. While there are
certainly risks to some segments of the high yield muni market, the tax-exempt yields remain
a key attraction; the prospect of higher tax rates under a Biden administration will only
enhance the appeal of tax-exempt bonds. We continue to favor closed-end funds that are
trading at attractive discounts and which provide enhanced yields. Portfolios also have a
tactical allocation to dollar-denominated emerging market sovereign debt.
Hedge fund allocations remain neutral to underweight; in a strong beta-driven market it is
difficult for alpha-generating strategies to compete. Despite this, we believe that an
allocation makes sense given the diversifying and less correlated attributes of hedge fund
strategies. We continue to refocus hedge fund exposures towards unique alpha-generating
opportunities that can provide attractive risk-adjusted returns.

EQUITIES
U.S. Equities - Large Cap
U.S. Equities - Small Cap
Developed Market Equities
Emerging Market Equities

We remain positive towards U.S. equities, believing that the rally will continue on the back of
unprecedented monetary and fiscal stimulus; the U.S. economy and corporate earnings are
well positioned to power ahead as the economy opens up from COVID-19 restrictions. While
we are less keen on international developed equities, we have increased allocations to
emerging market equities given the tailwind they will receive from low rates and a recovering
global economy. Market Street’s private equity program provides attractive exposures that
cannot be obtained in the public markets.

Private Equity
REAL ASSETS
MLPs
Global Real Estate/REITs

Despite a strong first quarter rally, we believe MLPs continue to offer the potential of very
attractive total returns. Despite the excitement around green energy, the transportation of
hydrocarbons from wellhead to end consumer will be critical for years to come. We remain
more neutral to negative both global REITs and natural resources, preferring to put money to
work in plain vanilla U.S. equities.

Natural Resources/Energy
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INVESTMENT TEAM:
Michael R. Eisner, CFA
Chief Investment Officer
Robert J. White, CFA, CFP®
Director of Investments

Ross Miller, CFA
Portfolio Manager
Jim Talalas
Investment Specialist

This presentation has been prepared by Market Street Trust Company. The
views expressed herein represent opinions of Market Street and are presented
for informational purposes only. They are not intended to be a recommendation
or investment advice and do not take into account the individual financial
circumstances or objectives of the investor who receives it.
Certain statements included in this presentation constitute forward looking
statements. Forward looking statements are not facts but reflect current
thinking regarding future events or results. These forward statements are
subject to risks that may result in actual results being materially different from
current expectations.
Past performance (before and after taxes) does not guarantee future
performance. There is no assurance that Market Street Trust Company funds
will achieve their investment objectives, or that they will or are likely to achieve
results comparable to those shown herein, or will make any profit, or will be
able to avoid incurring losses. Exposure to foreign currencies may cause

additional fluctuation in the value of any investment. Each investor must assess
the suitability of an investment, one’s tolerance for risk and the impact on one’s
diversification strategy. This presentation does not constitute an invitation to
buy or an offer to sell securities, or any other products or services.
This is intended as general information only. Investors in these funds may be
required to meet certain criteria under the securities laws in order to qualify.
Any discussion of U.S. tax matters is not intended and cannot be used or relied
upon for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties.
Please visit our website for additional information on the funds and any
investment fund updates. As always, please feel free to contact us if you would
like to learn more about our investment program.

MARKET STREET TRUST COMPANY:
Main Office:
2 International Drive, Suite 301
Portsmouth, NH 03801
800.962.6876 phone
www.marketstreettrust.com
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